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The question o f impossibility o f living people without such modern gadgets as mobile phone, 
smartphone or IPhone is under consideration. The author gives examples o f a human being addic
tion of modern technologies and advices the methods o f their usage restriction.

Питання неможливості існування людей без таких сучасних гаджетів, як мобільний теле
фон, смартфон або IPhone розглянуто автором тез. У роботі наведено приклади залежно
сті людини від сучасних технологій та запропоновано засоби скорочення їх використання.

About a hundred years ago the telephone was a rarity. Its main function was connecting peo
ple for long distances. But humanity moved forward and in relatively short time different gadgets 
were equipped with new functions, including a phone. Now this miniature device that fits the hand 
is the best friend for teenagers. As for me, I like the speed of information retrieval in the phone alt
hough it is more dependent on the Internet. Even if there is no internet connection it is still very use
ful with such functions as alarm clock, calculator, camera, radio, notes, etc. And this is not a prob
lem because now in every cafe, library, and just along the street there is a Wi-Fi connection.

Modern people cannot live without a phone even a day. The phone now belongs to a group of 
devices called «gadgets». All of the gadgets like smart bracelets, tablets, music players, glasses for 
virtual reality are directly linked with the phone, because the information, condition, process, action 
of a device is transmitted through a special app on the phone. Also, pay attention to the social net
work where you can chat, listen to music, have signed up for various news, humor, you can down
load photos and videos, exchange comments and so on.

Thus human lives a virtual life, of course, not all people dependent on this, because many 
people use the phone for reasonable goals. For example, to send the document in electronic form, to 
learn foreign languages using apps, look for information about sports and a healthy lifestyle. It is 
better than just play games which just kill time.

So the purpose of the phone usage may depend on the way of its owner thinking. We are all 
human-gadgets look at the phone and think: “How cool are our idols!” We are human beings and 
we should develop and improve ourselves but not our phones. I think we can blame only our lazi
ness and lack of willpower to postpone the phone. The phone should only help to develop in appro
priate sectors. It is not hard to get online games, social networking, but the main thing is not to get 
off the road.

Today mankind cannot live without phones and gadgets. Of course, it makes life easier not to 
carry tons of paper, and just save everything on a flash drive. It is not necessary to take camera for 
taking photos because you have phone or you can use a tablet for all the functions mentioned above. 
It is not a secret that using modern gadgets is impossible without electricity. I hope that soon hu
manity will realize that living a virtual life we have not only benefits but harm too. Do not forget 
about face to face communication, hugging people, shaking hands and simply smile.
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